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B

Fun with B

Letter of the Week
B is a fun letter and there are lots of fun
words to practice with. Try it in the bathtub or
at breakfast or playing ball!
Riddles
Give a word that begins with the letter B for:
1. The sky is this color
2. You can bounce this on the sidewalk
3. Be sure to eat this before coming to
school
4. Ants, flies and mosquitoes are called
5. You can ride in this on the lake
6. You play baseball with this and it rhymes
with hat
7. We like to dig up the sand and put it in a
8. At school we build towers with wooden
9. At night we go to sleep in this and it
rhymes with head.
10. We read stories from this and it rhymes
with look
Alliteration
Ben bit into his banana at breakfast.
Poetry
B is for bear, bubbles and boat
B is for buttons on your coat
B is for bicycle, bunny and bat
B is for bee - imagine that!
Hooray for B, big and small
The best most beautiful letter of all!














Bounce balls
Make bead bracelets
Bat balloons in the air
Walk on a balance beam
Have a Blue Day, or a
“Let us build
ourselves a city, with
Black Day or a Brown
a tower that
Day
reaches to the
Brush teddy bears with a
heavens”
clothes brush
Genesis 11:4
Go barefoot
Walk around the block
Bounce to the beat with some fun music
Buzz like bees to the Flight of the
Bumblebees
Have a banquet with bread, butter,
bananas & blueberries

Finger play
Six Buzzing Bumblebees
Six buzzing bumblebees flying around the hive
One buzzes off and that leaves five.
Five buzzing bumblebees flying near my door,
One buzzes off and that leaves four.
Four buzzing bumblebees flying around a tree,
One buzzes off and that leaves three.
Three buzzing bumblebees in the sky so blue,
One buzzes off and that leaves two
Two buzzing bumblebees flying by the sun,
One buzzes off and that leaves one.
One buzzing bumblebee looking for some fun
It buzzes off and that leaves none
(Susan M. Paprocki)
Words & Feelings
Here are some “b” feelings. How many of
them have you felt?
B: bright, bubbly, brilliant, brave, bored,
burdened, bothered, bitter, bushed, beaten,
bewildered, bad-tempered, breathless,
blissful, blah, blue, bugged

